Dr Peter Sillitoe

Minutes for Team Meeting on 27th Sep. 2011

- AOB / start of meeting, GE.

- PS to attend lecture by Julian Bowsher at the Rose on 10th October. (Note, for others interested, the link is here http://www.rosetheatre.org.uk/events/october-lecture-the-archaeology-of-the-theatre-shoreditch-and-how-it-compares-to-the-rose-theatre-bankside/ The lecture begins at 7.30pm.

- MH reviewed the progress of weeks 1 and 2 of the project.

- AG informed the team about two forthcoming documentaries (Tony Robinson and ‘Time Team’ at the Rose; Simon Schama’s is also forthcoming. (Note, eventually can we reproduce short sections from the two films?) AG to email details to PS.

- MH to ask Heather Knight about involving Julian Bowsher in some capacity, as he works with various experts at the Museum of London.

- MH / PS to ask Heather Knight about map costing, though this appears to be available free of charge (GE). (This is relevant to the 3rd Nov. meeting also).


- AG pointed out that the BL owns the permissions for the Braun and Hogenberg map of London (though they may allow this for no cost).

- PS gave a review of progress and outline of forthcoming activities.

- GE: WP1 (map) needed as a rough working copy end of November.

- GE: WP2 (website) already live; to be updated in more detail after 3 Nov. meeting.

- It was decided by all present to launch the talks on Tuesday 23rd April 2013, with a further 9 talks to follow every 2 weeks. The first to be given by AG. The main V&A lecture theatre to be booked each time, 1.30-5.30.

- PS to ask GM about suitable room for meeting on Nov. 3rd (larger group; projector needed)

- PS to find out about appropriate photography of V&A collection (for instance, can flash photography be used?)
• AG advised MH and PS to include Middle Temple on the St Paul’s walk. AG expressed concerns about the accuracy of modern London maps, including the A-Z (visual distortions).

• Discussion of surviving early modern maps.

• PS to ask VE to book small room for next team meeting, agreed for 2.30 pm on Tuesday 13th December.

• MH to pursue overseas link in terms of web resources / images.

• GE pointed out that the team will eventually have to settle on a ‘narrative’ about the moving of Theatre timbers to the Globe site. (Discussion of the original lease was relevant here).

Technical Meeting: V&A, 3rd November at 1.30 pm.

Next Team Meeting: V&A, Tuesday 13th December at 2.30 pm.